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EU Direct Tax Group

The EUDTG is one of PwC’s Thought
Leadership Initiatives and embedded
in the International Tax Services
Network. The EUDTG is a pan-
European network of EU tax law
experts and provides assistance to
organizations, companies and private
persons to help them to fully benefit
from their rights under EU law.

On 10 and 11 December 2007, a joint meeting of the European Commission with businesses
and academics took place in Brussels, with the EU Member States attending as observers. The
purpose of the meeting was to give participants an overall update of the CCCTB Working
Group’s work to date, focusing especially on a number of discussion documents on the possible
outline of a CCCTB. We summarise below the main points coming out of these discussion
documents.

Proposed outline for CCCTB

In July 2007 the European Commission issued a working paper (WP57) which sets out the
probable outline of the principles of a CCCTB by beginning to bring the various structural
elements of the base together into a coherent set of rules to be brought in as a Directive. While
in former communications the CCCTB was only discussed on a high level basis, this working
paper deepens the discussion by proposing the basic structure of a possible CCCTB.

At the outset, the report highlights again that IAS/IFRS rules cannot be considered suitable to
function as a mandatory common starting point for a consolidated tax base. Therefore, a
complete tax base as well as the scope of participants in the CCCTB has to be determined. The
report proposes that the companies eligible to opt for the CCCTB will be EU companies listed in
an annex to the Directive which are subject to Member State corporate income taxes listed in a
further annex. This will also apply to third country companies which have a similar form to EU
companies and which are subject to one or more of the above mentioned Member State taxes.

With respect to the tax base of the companies, the paper distinguishes between individual and
consolidated companies. The paper envisages optional consolidation of a group of 75% or
more owned companies including permanent establishments in another Member State. The
option to elect into a CCCTB consolidated group would be on an “all-in” (ie no “cherry picking”)
basis for 5 years, renewable for periods of 3 years, on a rolling basis.

For both individual and consolidated companies, the tax base will be determined by taking into
account a broad concept of income and detailed rules with regard to tax deductible and non-
deductible expenses and depreciation of assets. To attribute the income to 12-month
accounting periods, income and expenses will be recognized on an accruals basis.

Overall losses in a CCCTB group are proposed to be carried forward without time limit at the
level of the group, rather than being allocated out to group member companies. However where
a CCCTB group with an unutilised overall loss terminates, the losses would then be allocated
out to the former CCCTB group companies.

Finally, the report deals with foreign income and the elimination of economic double taxation
thereon. The Commission considers it necessary to distinguish between the treatment of
income from within the EU or a third country. Intra-community income (including royalties,
interest and portfolio dividends) will be consolidated. Dividends from >/= 75% EU shareholdings
within the CCTB perimeter will be eliminated. Finally, dividend income from EU shareholdings
of 10% < 75% will be exempt, while a switch over from the exemption to the credit method may
apply for third-country income (>10% shareholdings) if the corporate income tax rate of that
third country is considered to be too low, currently proposed as <40% of the average rate of
corporation tax in the (presumably participating) Member States.
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Sharing Mechanism

Discussion document, Working Paper 60 (WP60), addresses the possible elements of the
sharing mechanism and proposes a three-part formula; the three parts being payroll, property
and sales. Payroll itself will be an equal weighting of payroll in euros and headcount (to avoid
favouring high-cost member states). The property factor will not include the value of intellectual
property, nor would the other traditional at arm’s length factors such as functionality and risk
have any influence on the sharing mechanism. Sales will be determined by destination rather
than origin. The paper envisages that the weighting of the three elements will be decided at the
political rather than technical level but will start from an assumed, one-third weighting.

Administration

The administrative framework discussion (WP61) was released on 13 November 2007. The
paper proposes that the administration of CCCTB will be based on the concept of principal
taxpayer and principal tax administration. Following from this the CCCTB return will be filed by
the principal CCCTB group company with the tax authority of that country, which will initially
audit on behalf of all the other relevant tax authorities.

The paper anticipates that there will not be a special CCCTB court instead appeals on points of
CCCTB law will go through the principal company member state's national courts, and on to
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) if necessary.

Commissioner Kovacs has recently announced that the CCCTB Directive will be proposed by
the Commission to ECOFIN in September 2008 under the French Presidency of the EU.


